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 Ella has had a rough run of it recently. Certain choices have led 
to lots of changes in herself and her life, and she’s turned to Ana to 
help her. Besides, she doesn’t have an eating disorder, she just wants 
to be healthy. Jevin and Amy think they’re helping Ella but they’re re-
ally just trying to control her and her life. 

 Ella and AnaElla and Ana must work together to avoid mealtimes and fear 
foods and make it through a week (7 rounds) with 35 or fewer meal 
tokens between the two of them. If at any point one or both reach 20 
meal tokens before the end of the week (7 rounds), they lose. If they 
have more than 35 meal tokens combined at the end of the week they 
lose. 

 Jevin loves Ella and wants to make sure she’s ok. Amy has been 
enlisted to help them in their mission. They must force Ana and Ella 
to pick up as many meal tokens as possible before the end of the week 
(7 rounds). 

 Jevin and AmyJevin and Amy work together to trap Ella and Ana on eating 
squares using fear foods and cards. Eating disorders are exhausting 

not only for the person with it but their support system. 

objectivesobjectives

characterscharacters
 JevinJevin is worried about Ella and her choices. If she skips too many 
mealtimes, who knows how long she’ll be able to hold out? They con-
trol the fear foods that can trap Ella and Ana or force them to pick 
up meal tokens.



 AmyAmy  tries her best to ensure Jevin has all the tools they need 
to keep Ella healthy. She uses cards to try and trap Ella and Ana on 
mealtimes. 
 Ella Ella just wants control over her own life. She should get to 
choose how her day goes. Ana is her friend and helps her feel in con-
trol. She uses cards to counter Amy and Jevin’s moves and tries not 
to pick up meal tokens. It’s tiring to do all this, and the more meal 
tokens she has, the harder everything gets. 
 AnaAna knows what’s best for Ella. She can help keep Ella in control. 
She can move Ella and can use and provide cards to help counter Amy 
and Jevin’s moves.

characters (cont’d)characters (cont’d)

gameplaygameplay
general general 
  Characters are determined by players’ ages. The two oldest are 
Amy and Jevin. The youngest is Ella. The last player is Ana. 6 is the 
‘start’ position on the board. To keep track of rounds, use the day 
counter in the center of the board. At the end of each round (after 
Amy has taken her turn), move the day counter forward a day. The week 
begins on Sunday. After 7 rounds, the game is over. 

Order of roundsOrder of rounds 
 Ana > Ella > Jevin > Amy

turnsturns
  Each turn consists of movement, drawing a card, and playing a 
card.



turns (cont’d)turns (cont’d)
 Ella Ella move clockwise 2 squares. Draw and play a card. If Ella has 
over 10 meal tokens, she only moves one square per turn 

 anaana move clockwise 2 squares. Draw and play a card. During 
Ella’s turn, Ana may give up her movement so Ella can move +2  
squares. Ana may not move on her turn if she does this. During Ella’s 
turn, Ana may also give one of the cards in her hand to Ella. Ana must 
pick up a meal token to do so.

 Jevin Jevin Move counterclockwise 2 squares, or place a fear food on 
the starting square. Draw a card and play a card. After a fear food 
is placed on the board, on all subsequent rounds, Jevin rolls a d6 to 
determine how many squares they may move the food. This is done 
anytime during their turn after Jevin has moved. 

 Amy Amy Move counterclockwise 3 squares. Draw and play card Amy 
may choose to roll a d6 to move a fear food, but to do so she must 
give up her ability to play a card for that turn. 

gameplay (cont’d)gameplay (cont’d)

Eating damageEating damage 
 meal squares (breakfast lunch or dinner) force Ella to pick up 
2 meal tokens and Ana to pick up one, even if only one of them lands 
on the square. Both Ana and Ella pick up 1 meal token anytime one of 
them lands on a snack square. 

eating & fear foodseating & fear foods



 There are some cards that are ‘dropped’ onto eating squares. The 
icon at the top right of the card indicates which eating squares it 
may be dropped on. Any card without an icon is played on characters. 
To stack cards on a square, place each new card at the bottom of the 
stack. Once Ana or Ella lands on an eating square the card on the top 
of the stack will affect them. 

 Amy and Jevin may trade cards amongst themselves. Whoever 
gives the card to the other may not play a card on their next turn. 

cardscards

Fear foods Fear foods  
 When occupying the same square as a fear food both Ella and Ana 
must drop a card from their hand. 
 If Ana is occupying the same square as a fear food, she may pick 
up 5 meal tokens to take control of the fear food for the rest of the 
game. This turns its negative effects on Jevin and Amy. To move the 
food, she rolls a d6 anytime during her turn after she has moved. Ana 
does not drop a card if she chooses to do this. 

eating & fear foods (cont’D)eating & fear foods (cont’D)



deck listdeck list
jevin & amyjevin & amy

Schedule

Family Meal

Ana is a Liar

Weigh In

Hospitalization

Jevin Makes Dinner

Meal Plan

6

4

7

6

3

6

3

ella & anaella & ana

Oops

I’m not Hungry

Gross

Body Check

Homework

Low Energy

Purge

5

4

5

5

5

6

5

game piecesgame pieces
character pieces (4)character pieces (4)

meal tokens (80)meal tokens (80) meal trackers (2)meal trackers (2)

ella ana

jevin amy

fear foods (3)fear foods (3)




